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Abstract (en)
The invention provides a system for a ceiling in a room having a main ceiling, which system comprises a ceiling of a cloth-like ceiling material
stretched below the main ceiling in the room, a ceiling device, such as a lighting element or an air inlet/outlet element fitted in a hole in the ceiling,
and a mounting element located above the hole, which mounting element is constructionally connected to the room, to which mounting element
the ceiling device is connected, wherein the mounting element comprises a base mounting element that is constructionally connected to the room,
an adjusting mounting element connected to the base mounting element, to which adjusting mounting element the ceiling device is connected,
as well as adjusting means to enable adjustment of the adjusting mounting element with respect to the base mounting element in a direction
perpendicular to the ceiling, wherein the base mounting element comprises a first tubular part and a fixing part extending from the first tubular
part, perpendicularly to the central axis thereof, which fixing part extends parallel to the main ceiling of the room and which comprises means of
attachment for constructionally fixing the base mounting element to the main ceiling via the fixing part, and wherein the adjusting mounting element
comprises a second tubular part as well as a contact surface that joins a lower a circumferential edge of the second tubular part for abutment
against the upper side of the stretched ceiling, wherein the first tubular part and the second tubular part surround each other and wherein the tubular
parts surrounding each other are connected by means of screw thread.
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